
A simple way to make 
working easier.

CHEMDOX 
contemporary new software
for classification and documentation 
in compliance with legal guidelines
based on current chemical and transportation law.

CHEMDOX

...because safety matters.
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Research substances, create own products

Administration of created documents

Automated creation of documents

Rules-based classification

GHS ADR / RID / ADN
DSD / DPD

REACH IMDG

WEL / BMGW / OEL / BLVSDS

We are proud to present to you CHEMDOX, an innovative software that uses modern technologies to support you in 
the creation of legally sound classifications and safety related documents.
Developed to cope with the general requirements of chemical and transportation law while retaining maximum 
user-friendliness, CHEMDOX helps experts achieve an important objective:
high quality documents and with them the feeling of security knowing that the job has been handled right.

...because safety matters.

Dear Safety Expert,

CHEMDOX

ICAO



Our program: 
helping you do it all better.

The heart of CHEMDOX lies in the classification of your custom products (substances, mixtures) based on various 
national and international regulatory laws as well as globally harmonized rules such as the GHS (Purple Book) or 
the UN Model Regulations for transport law (Orange Book).

This involves the automatic identification of hazardous characteristics, if present, using rules and algorithms 
contained in the program, including query of physico-chemical and (eco-)toxicological data and accounting for 
concentrations of hazardous ingredients in mixtures.

Chemicals law
REAL classification and labelling based on GHS (EU-CLP, UN, US), in accordance with the European Preparation 
Directive (DPD) and according to OSHA (as NFPA 704 and HMIS III).

Transportation law
Classification according to the regulations for various transportation modes (ADR/RID/ADN, DOT, IMDG, ICAO) that 
are based on the UN Model Regulations and specific specifications.

Specific national regulations
Water law, technical rules for storage, VOCs, aerosol directive, occupational exposure limit values, biological limit 
values, REACH-substances (importable), etc.

2 Rules-based classification

CHEMDOX is built around an extensive, constantly updated database.

It is simple to use for creating your own products as well as for researching relevant substance data for immediate 
re-use:

a) All legal classifications denoted in the CLP-Regulation, Annex VI. More than 4400 substances including their 
hazard classes, the H-phrases in correspondence with the GHS-classification (Table 3.1) and the R- and S-phrases 
(table 3.2, corresponding with the Dangerous Substances Directive DSD).

b) All classifications of substances registered by the ECHA and published on their website can be imported. 
Including their key property data.

c) Occupational exposure limit values (WELs / OELs) as well as biological limit values of substances / substance 
groups as denoted in various national regulations and EU directives.

d) Data regarding specific national regulations, such as water law (WGK) or airborne pollutants (VOCs, TA Luft) and 
other dangerous substances as well as carcinogenic substances (NTP, IARC).

e) All classifications of substances denoted in a transport regulation (ARD/RID/ADN, DOT, IMDG, ICAO). 

1 Research substances, create own products
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Our program: 
helping you do it all better.

3 Automated creation of documents

Create safety data sheets, exposure scenarios, labels or operation instructions with CHEMDOX – with utter 
simplicity and ready for international use. With several CHEMDOX country packages.

Through CHEMDOX we've developed a piece of software that allows any user to store custom rules for how phrases 
are output, including those used in translations. Templates are available to ensure that the documents look right, 
with plenty of customization options. 

Distinguish yourself from the competition by using your company logo, colors and typeface to give your documents 
a sheen of professionalism, competence and security.

CHEMDOX ensures that the documents you've generated can be tracked from start to finish at any time, with a 
chronology showing who changed what and when.

This enhances the efficiency through automated processes and it also raises the quality and security. Sources of 
potential errors are reduced.

4 Administration of created documents
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The future 
firmly in view.

Company Network

optional: 
Connection via internet or VPN

CHEMDOX

Server Installation

CHEMDOX is installed on your company's server and can then be used by all computers on the company network. 
The sole prerequisite is an internet browser.
Using a secure internet connection, you can then log into and work with your CHEMDOX installation even remotely.

...because safety matters.CHEMDOX

The current technology is designed to be ready for long-term improvements and maintenance. That means you're 
ready for the future too. CHEMDOX is also designed to be platform neutral and is not tied to specific hardware or 
operating system. 
CHEMDOX is a client/server application, accessible with a browser, designed both for the stand-alone workstation 
and distributed work on corporate networks.

Workstation Installation

Of course you may also choose to simply install CHEMDOX on your workstation. Your working experience with 
CHEMDOX will stay all same.

Technology

All elements of CHEMDOX are built around current technological standards.
This ensures not just the performance capability and long term operational readiness of CHEMDOX; it also leads to 
complete platform neutrality.
You have complete freedom to select your hardware and operating system of choice for your CHEMDOX 
installations. From a dedicated server to an installation on a laptop, from Linux over MacOS to Windows, the 
choice is yours.



More than just software.
A true help.

Why wait any longer – REAL classification based on GHS. 
Documentation in compliance with legal guidelines and the certainty that nothing is missing or incomplete due to 
manual errors. 
Enjoy the good feeling of being on the safe side with your documents.

Automated processes lead faster to the wanted results. Changes of regulations and adaption of rules are maintained 
in one central location via automatic updates and can be applied to all substances and mixtures. 
Experts get optimal support, transparency, and traceability.

Ready for international use: several country packages are available for CHEMDOX. These contain identifications of 
substances and phrases - correct technical terminology - for documents in the relevant languages, as well as 
national regulations such as occupational exposure limits. Everything at a level that will be well received by your 
international partners.

Layouts, company logos, rules, database values, tables etc. can be defined and used individually in templates.
One solution for multiple products, brands, and sites.

CHEMDOX provides safety

CHEMDOX saves time and money

CHEMDOX speaks many languages

CHEMDOX is flexible

All documents not only legally sound, but with a good look. Your logo always on the right spot, your corporate colors 
integrated into the layout - giving you a professional presentation and inspiring confidence in your company and the 
quality of your products. 

CHEMDOX upgrades your appearance

State of the art technology is the basis for this future proof solution. Ensuring maintainability and continued 
development on a longterm scale. Platform independence gives you the freedom of choice when it comes to 
hardware and operating system. A client/server application, accessible with a browser, designed both for the 
stand-alone workstation and distributed work on corporate networks.

CHEMDOX has the future firmly in view
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Always ready to go:

CHEMDOX GmbH
Salztorgasse 1/2A
A-1010 Vienna 

[T] +43 1 5321489 0
[F] +43 1 5321489 90
[E] office@chemdox.com
[I]  www.chemdox.com

a company of
UCS - unique computing solutions gmbh - since 1999

Lots of things may sound terrific in a folder.
But it really gets exciting once you experience the benefits for yourself, such as through a live 
presentation of CHEMDOX.

Our service and our team 
for a presentation in your company.

Our team would be glad to hear from you, either by telephone or email, with any questions or 
appointment requests.

[T] +43 1 5321489 0

[E] office@chemdox.com

[I]  www.chemdox.com
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